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British agents on fam trip to Istanbul and Singapore
 Eight travel agents from the UK see leading historic and contemporary attractions of Istanbul and
Singapore on a week-long trip with TravelCube
 In Istanbul: the Topkapi Palace, Blue Mosque, Hagia Sophia, as well as the Spice Bazaar
 In Singapore: Universal Studios, Chinatown, Buddha Tooth Relic Temple, Botanical Gardens, an open top
bus tour and a river cruise by bumboat, as well as the city’s bazaars and markets
 The group stayed at Istanbul’s Ramada Plaza Tekstilkent hotel and, in Singapore, the Resorts World
Festive, Mövenpick Heritage and Mandarin Orchard hotels to be better able to advise travellers
 Flying courtesy of Turkish Airlines, which offers an Istanbul sightseeing tour for transfer passengers
 Accommodation, transfers and experiences in Singapore are available to book on TravelCube.com/uk
today
Eight British travel agents recently made the most of a week-long fam to Istanbul and Singapore to see these
two great cities’ leading attractions, while discovering their hotels and eateries too.
Turkish Airlines’ Regional Sales & Traffic Agent Dean Sheriff and Laura Smith, TravelCube’s Regional
Account Manager for the West Midlands & Wales hosted the group – Wendy Walker from Wotton Travel,
Anna Perrott of Cruise.co.uk, Diane Hammond from Regent Travel, Co-operative Travel Management’s
Alison Bean, Midcounties’ Tracie Hollywood, Lee Cooke from Trailfinders, Claire Brearley at Flight Centre
and Janine Hay from Elite Escapes – to show how much they could enjoy in just a few days and help them
inspire their clients in turn.
“Whether it’s a short stay or a longer trip, TravelCube draws on years of expertise to find all kinds of
accommodation, city tours and experiences in all parts of the world to inspire travel agents and consultants,”
says Laura Smith, TravelCube’s Regional Account Manager for the West Midlands & Wales. “Guests loved
the opportunity to experience a selection of hotels and get a real-life taste of the TravelCube experience in
both Istanbul and Singapore. It was their chance to see that our suppliers offer the highest standards to give
travellers a hassle-free holiday, whatever their budget.”
Departing Birmingham International Airport the direct, four hour flight arrived in Istanbul so agents could take
advantage of a sightseeing tour that Turkish Airlines offers for transfer passengers. The group checked in at
the Ramada Plaza Tekstilkent Hotel, perfectly positioned halfway between Ataturk Airport and Istanbul’s old
city area and, after breakfast, enjoyed enjoyed the Topkapi Palace, Blue Mosque, Hagia Sophia,
Underground Cistern, Hippodrome, Serpentine Column, and Spice Bazaar.
Then it was back to the airport to relax in Turkish Airlines’ business class lounge before the early morning
flight to Singapore and the group’s transfer to Festive Hotel, part of the Resorts World in Sentosa, Asia’s
ultimate destination. The perfect family- and child-friendly environment, Festive Hotel’s rooms have been
designed specifically with families in mind. With luxurious king or twin beds, options for loft beds and the
availability of cribs, every guest enjoys the peak of comfort and relaxation.
Agents were given a tour of Resorts World before spending the day riding the movies at Universal Studios
Singapore. Across seven zones – Hollywood, New York, Sci-Fi City, Ancient Egypt, Lost World, Far Far
Away and Madagascar – the group enjoyed cutting-edge rides, shows and attractions based on their
favourite blockbuster films and television series from Transformers to Shrek to Jurassic Park and more.
After all the fun, it was time to check in to Mövenpick Heritage Hotel for their second night on Sentosa island.
An upscale luxury lifestyle hotel, five-star facilities are spread out over two distinct wings: the restored
Heritage wing with colonial history dating back to the 1940s and the newly built Contemporary wing.
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The Contemporary Wing includes 105 well-appointed Deluxe Rooms, 19 Onsen Suites featuring Japanesestyle hot tubs, Executive Suites and two Penthouses with private rooftop pools. The three-storey Heritage
Wing features a sense of history in every room with original features and architectural details restored to
their former glory. Agents had plenty of free time to dine at Tablescape, for English and local High Tea in the
glass-covered Galleria or try a whisky or two in the Guinness World Record-holding collection of The WOW
by Waldhaus am See St. Moritz.
Their final stay was courtesy of the Mandarin Orchard Hotel with 1,077 spacious guestrooms and suites,
each with complimentary Wi-Fi and, from the upper floors, panoramic views of the city skyline. The hotel
houses Chatterbox, home of the legendary Mandarin Chicken Rice; Shisen Hanten by Chen Kentaro offering
Sichuan cuisine; Triple Three, an international buffet restaurant; Coffee & Crust; and Bar on 5. Annexed to
the hotel is Mandarin Gallery with over 100 luxury and cult retail brands.
The agents spent the afternoon enjoying the Singapore Flyer, a ‘hop on, hop off’ FunVee Open Top Bus with
City Tours. Among the historic and contemporary attractions en-route: Marina Bay Sands and Gardens by
the Bay, Esplanade Bridge, Merlion Park, Chinatown, Little India, Kampong Glam, Lau Pa Sat Market and
the Buddha Tooth Relic Temple, Clarke Quay and the city’s Botanical Gardens. Thursday night’s dinner was
hosted at the Ritz Carlton’s signature restaurant, the Summer Pavilion with classic Cantonese delicacies and
garden views.
Lunch at the Mandarin Orchard’s Marina Mandarin was followed by plenty of free time to explore before Tour
East took the group around Singapore by Night an evening tour of Chinatown, dinner with the locals and
sights including the world's largest fountain and bargain shopping in the night bazaars of Bugis Street or
Pasar Malam. The night ended at the Raffles Hotel, home to the iconic Singapore Sling. On their final day
the agents embarked on a bumboat sightseeing cruise with Singapore River Cruises, tracing the
destination’s journey from obscure fishing village to bustling trading port to multicultural global city.
Accommodation, transfers and experiences in Singapore are available to book on www.TravelCube.com/uk
today.
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Notes to Editors
 Turkish Airlines is a leading commercial airline, globally, and one of the largest carriers of passengers throughout Europe. Turkish
Airlines currently fly to more countries than any other airline in the world. For the past four years, Turkish Airlines have been awarded
the ‘Best Airline in Europe’ by Skytrax, with over 18 million passengers voting. One of Europe’s fastest growing airlines with over 100
weekly flights from the UK, the airline flies to over 260 destinations in 108 countries thanks to a fleet of more than 260 aircraft. Turkish
Airlines are a Star Alliance Member and our fleet of aircraft both passenger and cargo is one of the youngest in Europe. Turkish
Airlines first started flying from Birmingham International Airport with five weekly fights - we now operate 10 flights per week. We use
Boeing 737-800 and 737-900 aircraft with dedicated Business and Economy Class cabins to make our customers' flights more
comfortable. Our expansion in the Midlands in recent years shows our commitment to the region. However, this is not just in the
Midlands – we are also expanding our flights from London Heathrow, Gatwick, Manchester and Edinburgh to the world via Istanbul.
 Powering global travel, TravelCube is GTA’s booking site throughout Australasia, Europe and Latin America. Accessed online or via
XML, we connect retail and online travel agents, tour operators and consolidators to tens of thousands of accommodation options,
tour guide and transfer services, unique experiences, excursions and attraction tickets, as well as destination information and advice.
TravelCube’s reliable technology provides unrivalled content at the best possible prices. Our global influence, coupled with a thorough
understanding of destinations and the insightful application of local expertise and support, secures year-round business for our
partners. Backed by the security and stability of a hundred-year heritage and one of the biggest networks on the planet, our people
are dedicated to providing excellence, always. www.travelcube.com
 GTA provides ground travel products and services for the fully independent travel (FIT) industry and is behind some of the biggest
and best in travel. Part of Kuoni’s Global Travel Services division, GTA has succeeded in the business-to-business travel industry for
nearly four decades. Trusted to deliver because of its wealth of experience, privileged relationships and on the ground expertise,
GTA’s technology-driven approach provides solutions to easily connect travel suppliers and travel sellers worldwide. Booking sites –
GTA retail, TravelCube and Travel Bound in North America, as well as GTA wholesale – together process over 21,000 bookings
every day, selling 12 million room nights in more than 25 languages online and throughout the world. Connect now with GTA at
www.gta-travel.com
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